About us

test
ITtest-team will equip your products to face the load
of the world. We will make sure both mechanics and
UX are on point, so your brand shows to advantage.

QA testing

Projects
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About us

You can fully outsource QA testing to our team, or we will work

Quality is our creed and the main focus.

in tandem with your in-house specialists. In addition
to the standard set of recommendations, discovering and
documenting bugs and defects, we will advise on the UX

Our specialists will perform an independent

of the product.

valuation of your product and integrated quality
audit.

All our specialists are equipped with win, Linux
and macOS devices.

QA engineers of ITtest-team are entrusted with
quality assurance of the products from Russian and
Europe's biggest IT-companies.

Our test rig has over 300+ mobile
phones and tablets and is continually
growing.

We created an in-house QA academy to ensure
that all our specialists are matching global
operational excellence.

QA testing

QA engineers in Ittest-company
perform all kinds of quality assurance
tests for IT-systems:

Manual testing

Smoke testing

Integration test

Automated testing

Exploratory testing

System and
acceptance testing

UX/UI testing

Localization testing

Critical path test

Collaboration with Yandex

Collaboration with Yandex
Yandex is a № 1 search engine and the biggest IT-company in Russia.
We conducted manual and complex automated QA testing
for the company's key services in terms of our collaboration.

Collaboration timeline:

2,5+

years

Projects

Collaboration with Yandex

Completed tasks:
We managed to set a smooth operating process of the complex QA testing for all Yandex
products and services. Our specialists integrated into the Yandex team, operating
procedures in no time and with high efficiency.

Based on our successful collaboration, we created an in-house training and educational
centre for QA-engineers.

A list of services we tested:
Yandex.Browser

Yandex.Drive

Yandex.Maps

Yandex.Zen

Yandex.Navigator

Yandex.Metro

Yandex.Public transport

Yandex.FDO
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Collaboration with insurance sector

Collaboration with the insurance
companies
ITtest-team is on guard for your safety and serves as a backbone
for most insurance digital products. The most prominent insurance
companies choose ITtest-team to assure the top quality of their
digital solutions.
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Collaboration with the banking sector

Collaboration with banking
companies
We ensure the quality of digital solutions of the biggest banks
and can tell you that your money is safe.
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Collaboration with the biggest e-commerce

Collaboration with the biggest
e-commerce
While shopping online, you can be sure that all services operate like a swiss
watch because our QA team made sure to test them thoroughly.

Projects

Project

ITtest-team projects
Freezio – Mobile 3D app
for figure skating

Novolipetsk Steel

Russian clothing brand

An online help app for choosing
the car with the delivery option

IT-projects management
system

DOQA

Online store for electronics

PetStory was designed to make
a stronger network world wide and
spread up message to love pets

A bonus program
from Sber

International television
and radio company

A tobacco heating
system

Second largest bank in Russia.

Free cloud service “Megadisc”
from Megafon

Russian governmental
insurance company

Project

ITtest-team projects
One of the largest
insurance companies
in Russia

Russian retail company

A supermarket
chain

Online store of perfume
and makeup

Russian chain of convenience
stores

Forex broker №1

A private insurance company
for legal entities

One of the largest insurance
companies in Russia

International retail chain
of leather and fur goods

Russian chain of convenience
stores

Official retailer
of “Mercedes Benz”

БИТУМНЫЕ
МАТЕРИАЛЫ

Production and Sale of Bitumen
Products. Gazprom Neft is the
technological leader
in Russia's bitumens market

About us

Our main focus areas

We use:

Blockchain

Cryptocurrency

Geo-tracking & Navigation

E-commerce

Mobile

3D

VR/AR

Machine & E-learning

Sport Tech

Contacts

Thank you for your attention!
Likyorka Loft Business centre
300012, Тula, Lenin avenue, 85, bld. 5, office 216

8-800-707-51-09
office@ittest-team.ru

LIGHTHOUSE Business centre
197101, St. Petersburg, Pevcheskiy lane, 12, liter А, B, office 304, 3 floor

Our clients

